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Abstract
We give the shape of the Donaldson invariants of a general 4-manifold with b

"0 and b'1. The
resulting expression involves modular forms and matches the physical predictions.  2002 Elsevier Science
Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Donaldson invariants for a (smooth, compact, oriented) 4-manifold X with b

"0, b'1 and
odd (and with a homology orientation) are de"ned as linear functionals [6]
D

:(X)"SymH(H

(X)H

(X))P,
where w3H(X;). As for the grading of (X), the elements in H

(X) have degree 2 and the point
x3H

(X) has degree 4. Let d

"!w!

(1#b), so that for homogeneous z3(X), D

(z) is
non-zero only if 

deg z,d

(mod 4).
Set"x!43(X) as in [12]. By de"nition,X is of simple type if the conditionD

(z)"0 is
satis"ed for any z3(X). Also X is of "nite type when there is some n*0 such that D

(z)"0,
for any z3(X). The order of "nite type is the minimum of such n. All 4-manifolds with b'1 are
of "nite type [10] and the order of "nite type is independent of w3H(X;) [11, Theorem 1.5]. The
question about the existence of non-simple type 4-manifolds with b

"0 and b'1 is still open.
0040-9383/02/$ - see front matter  2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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In [2,6] a structure theorem for the Donaldson invariants of 4-manifolds of simple type with
b

"0, b'1 is given. For such 4-manifold X, we have
D

(e)"

(!1)  a

e#i		

(!1) a

e		i 

(1)
where the sum runs over the set of basic classes K3H(X;) and a

are rational numbers.
A conjecture on the shape of the Donaldson invariants of non-simple type 4-manifolds is
presented in [7]. In [9] Moore and Witten give the shape of the invariants using physical
arguments. This is expressed in terms of modular forms. In this paper, we give a mathematically
rigorous proof of part of their formula.
Let X be a general 4-manifold with b'1 and b

"0. By [11, Theorem 1.6], we know that
there is a ("nite) set of distinguished cohomology classes K3H(X;) (called basic classes) such
that for any w3H(X;) there are non-zero polynomials p

3SymHH(X)[] (dependent on w)
such that
D

(e)"e

p

(D, )e#i		e		

p

(iD,!)ei  (2)
for any D3H

(X). The collection of classes K is independent of w and K are lifts to integral
cohomology of w

(X). In [12, De"nition 1.4], the order of "nite type of a particular basic classK is
de"ned as d(K)"max2nK is a basic class for D

(). Using
D

( e
)"


!4

D

(e
),
we see that d(K)"max2n(/)p

O0"2deg p

, where the degree of p

is considered with
respect to the variable  (this will be done in the sequel unless otherwise speci"ed). This number
is independent of w3H(X;). Note that by [12, Theorem 1.7], one has K )##
2d(K) 2g!2, for any embedded6X of genus g, if '0 or "0 and is odd in homology.
Finally, the order of "nite type of X is 1#maxd(K)/2K basic class of X.
De"ne the following power series in q"ei, in terms of classical modular and quasi-modular
forms (see Section 4 for a review)
h()"



()

(),
<()"!3e()
h()
,
¹()"!G()#e()/2
h()
. (3)
We aim to prove the following theorem on the structure of the Donaldson invariants of X.
Theorem 1. For any 4-manifold X with b

"0, b'1 and odd, there are power series f

() in
q (uniquely determined up to the term q	), for each basic class K3H(X;), such that for any
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w3H(X;) we have
D

(e)"

[q		e(!1) f

()]


# i		

[q		e		i (!1) f

()]

 ,
where [ ) ]

 stands for the coezcient of q in the Laurent power series inside the bracket and
d

"!w!

(1#b). Moreover, f
	
()"(!1)f

() (at least modulo q	).
Remark 2. If X is of simple type then d(K)"0 for all basic classes and we recover the shape of the
Donaldson invariants given in (1).
Remark 3. A corollary to the proof of Theorem 1 given in Section 5 is the following. Let
XI "X be the blow-up of a 4-manifold X with b

"0, b'1 and odd, and let E be the
exceptional divisor. Then the basic classes of XI are exactly those classes KI "K$(2n#1)E with
K3H(X;) a basic class of X and n*0, n(n#1) d(K). Moreover, in this case
d(KI )"d(K)!n(n#1). This agrees with the results in Seiberg}Witten theory [4].
Remark 4. Theorem 1 matches the physical predictions in [9]. Moreover [9, Eq. (7.18)] gives the
following explicit conjectures on the shape of f

(), which remain to be proved:
1. For every basic class K, d(K)"

(K!2	!3
).
2. For each basic class K, there are rational numbers n

such that f

()"n

F() where
F()"q	 1
16


()
a()h() 2
a()
h()

,
with a()"(4G

()!e

())/h()"16q#2.
3. Moreover, n

"S=(K), the Seiberg}Witten invariant.
As F()"2#2, when X is of simple type with b

"0 and b'1, the conjectures
above reduce to the well-known conjecture that for every basic classK we haveK"2	#3
 and
a

"2S=(K) in formula (1).
It has been pointed out to the author by GoK ttsche that the results in [5] are the analogue for
4-manifolds with b"1 to our results for 4-manifolds with b'1, but in [5] GoK ttsche and Don
Zagier "nd out the formula for the analogue to f

. They do this by using some homotopy
invariance (that of the wall-crossing terms) that we do not have here at our disposal.
We also rewrite Theorem 1 in the form suggested in [7]. We have the following
Theorem 5. LetK"K(k) and E"E(k) be the elliptic integrals of xrst and second kind respectively,
depending on the square of the modulus, k. Let A(k)"/2K(!

k) and B(k)"(2E(!

k)
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!K(!

k))/K(!

k). Then for any 4-manifold X with b

"0, b'1 and odd, there are poly-
nomials P

() of degree d(K)/2, for every basic class K3H(X;), such that for any w3H(X;), we
have
D

(e)"e

e////(!1) P

()
# i		e	

e		//	//i (!1) P

(!),
where d

"!w!

(1#b). Moreover, P
	
()"(!1)P

().
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we study the Fukaya}Floer homology of the
three-manifold >" and obtain some new relations which in Section 3 are translated into
a structure theorem for the Donaldson series D

(e
) of a 4-manifoldX with b

"0 and b'1
and odd. In Section 4 we review the modular forms that we use in this paper and in Section 5 we
recast the expression obtained in Section 3 into a q-coe$cient of a power series in q. Using the
universality of the expression thus obtained together with the general blow-up formula [3], we get
Theorem 1. Finally, in Section 6 we derive Theorem 5 from Theorem 1.
2. Fukaya}Floer homology
Let us review the results of [10] that we shall use in this paper. For a (closed, connected, oriented)
surface "

of genus g*1, consider the 3-manifold >". As in [10],
HFFH

"HFFH(>,) will stand for the Fukaya}Floer cohomology of > for the loop
L>" and SO(3)-bundle with w

"P.D.[]3H(>;/2). In general, we shall have
the following situation:X is a 4-manifold with b'1, b

"0 and containing an embedded 6X
of self-intersection zero and representing an odd element in homology (so that there is w3H(X;)
with w ),1(mod2)). Then, we split X"X



A, where A"A

"D is a (closed) tubular
neighbourhood of  and X

is a 4-manifold with boundary X

">. Let D3H

(X) be a rational
homology class which we represent as a 2-cycle split as D"D

#, where D

LX

,
D

"L> and "ptDLA. Then for any z3(X

)"()L(X) there is a relative
Donaldson invariant [10]
(X

, ze
 )3HFFH

,
such that
D


(ze
)"(X

, ze
 ),(A, e
), (4)
where D


"D

#D

. We have an identi"cation HFFH

"HFH

[[t]], where HFH

is the
instanton Floer homology of > with the same SO(3)-bundle as above. Then, we can formally
identify
(X

, ze
 )" 

(X

, zD

)
t
m!
.
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The [[t]]-module structure of HFFH

is de"ned by t(X

, ze
)"

(X

,mzD	

)t/m!.
Let 

 be a symplectic basis for H

(;) with 



"1, 1)i)g. The elements
"2(A, e
), "!4(A,x e
) and 

"(A,

e
) for 1)i)2g, generate HFFH

as
a [[t]]-algebra. The general element of HFFH

is thus of the form 

t(A, z

e
), where
z

3(). The product of HFFH

is [[t]]-bilinear and has the property that
(A, z

e
)(X

, z

e
 )"(X

, z

z

e
 ), for z

3() and z

3(X

). For instance,
(X

, ze
 )"(X

,2ze
).
We ultimately want to extract information about the 4-manifolds with b'1 and b

"0, so it
will be necessary to study the subspace of HFFH

where the relative invariants (X

, ze
 )
satisfying
(*) v"(X , ze
 ) where X is a 4-manifold with boundary X">" such that
X"X



A has b

"0 and b'1, z3(X

), D

LX

is a 2-cycle with D

" and
w

"P.D.[]
live. We therefore give the following
De5nition 6. Let g*1. We de"neV

as the sub-[[t]]-module ofHFFH

generated by the relative
invariants v"(X

, ze
) satisfying (*).
Clearly,V

is a free [[t]]-module, since HFFH

is free as [[t]]-module (see [10]). Moreover,
V

is a [[t]][,]-algebra, since 

(X

, ze
 )"(X

,

ze
 )"0, as 

"0 in
H

(X

)"H

(X)"0.
Proposition 7. We have V

"	
		
R


where
R


"
[[t]][,]/((#8)	,!(4r#2t)!f


(#8)), r odd,
[[t]][,]/((!8)	,!(4ri!2t)!f


(!8)), r even
for some f


(u)3[[t]][u] polynomial of degree d!1 with no constant term, where d'0 is the rank
of R


as [[t]]-module.
Proof. We recall that the e!ective Fukaya}Floer homology
&
HFF*

LHFFH

studied in [7, Section
7] is the sub-[[t]]-module of HFFH

de"ned asV

but dropping the condition thatX"X



A
has b

"0. SoV

L&HFF*

. From [10, Theorem 7.2] the eigenvalues of (,) on&HFF*

LHFFH

are
(4r#2t,!8), r odd, (4ri!2t,8), r even with!(g!1) r)g!1. (5)
AsV

L&HFF*

, the eigenvalues of (,) onV

are a subset of (5), so we have the decomposition
V

"	
		
R


, where in R


, !(4r#2t) and #8 are nilpotent for r odd, !(4ri!2t)
and !8 are nilpotent for r even. In principle, it may happen that some R


is zero.
On the other hand, the reduced Fukaya}Floer homology
HFFH

"ker(!64) 

ker

LHFFH

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is determined in [10, Section 6] to beHFFH

"	
		
RM


, where RM


are free [[t]]-modules
of rank 1 such that for r odd, "4r#2t and "!8 inRM


. For r even, "4ri!2t and "8 in
RM


. As ker(!64 :V

PV

)LHFFH

we have that ker(#(!1)8 :R


PR


)LRM


. So
ker(#(!1)8 :R


PR


) is either [[t]] or zero. It is a simple algebra exercise to check that
this implies that R


is as in the statement of the proposition, with d*0 being the rank of R


.
To check that in fact R


O0, for !(g!1) r)g!1, note that the vector v3HFFH

constructed in [10, Proposition 6.3] for k"0 actually lives in V

, so R

	
O0. Now the
inequality (6) below (which holds without knowing a priori that all R


,!(g!1) r)g!1, are
non-zero) gives the assertion. 
As a consequence of Proposition 7, the algebra V

is cyclic, i.e. there is an epimorphism
[[t]][,]V

. Therefore,
V

"[[t]][,]/I

for some idealI

L[[t]][,]. This ideal I

is the ideal of relations ofV

, i.e. f (, )3I

if and
only if f (, )v"0, for any v"(X

, ze
 )3V

.
Remark 8. The Donaldson invariants of 4-manifolds X with b

"0, b'1 determine V

. If
(X

, ze
 ) is in the conditions (*) then we have the following chain of equivalences:
(X

, ze
 )"0(X

, ze
), "0 for all a, b*0
(X

, ze
),(A,xe
)"0 for all a, b*0
(X

, ze
),(A, e
)"0
D


(ze
)"0,
where in the "rst equivalence we have used that ,  and 

, 1)i)2g, generate HFFH

and


(X

, ze
)"0, for 1)i)2g.
Thus, f (, )3I

if and only if f (,)(X

, ze
)"(X

, f (2,!4x)ze
)"0 if and only if
D


( f (2,!4x)ze
)"0, for any 4-manifold X with b

"0 and b'1, an embedded
"

LX with "0, w3H(X;) with w ),1(mod2), z3() and D3H

(X) with
D )"1.
Lemma 9. I

LI

.
Proof. Let f (,)3I

. So D


(f (2,!4x)ze
)"0 for any 4-manifold X with b

"0
and b'1, an embedded surface "

LX of genus g#1 with "0, w3H(X;) with
w ),1(mod2), z3() and D3H

(X) with D )"1.
Now if we have a 4-manifoldX in the same situation with an embedded "

LX of genus g,
one may add a trivial handle to  to obtain a new embedded surface of genus g#1 representing
the same homology class. Therefore, D


( f (2,!4x)ze
)"0 and f3I

. 
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There is a natural epimorphismV

V

. This yields in turn epimorphisms R


R


, for
any!(g!1) r)g!1. Then
rk

R


*rk
R
 (6)
for g'r. Let
x

"sup

rk

R


. (7)
If x

(R then there is some g

such that R


R
 

, for all g*g

. If x

"R then the ranks of
R


get bigger as gPR.
Remark 10. Let v"(X

, ze
)3V

satisfying (*). We may decompose v"v , with v3R
 .
For any integer (x

we may "nd some v such that (#(!1)8)v

O0.
Corollary 11. There exist series SK

(u, t)3u[[t]][[u]] with
R


"
[[t]][,]/((#8)	, !(4r#2t)!SK

(#8, t)), r odd,
[[t]][,]/((!8)	, !(4ri!2t)!SK

(!8, t)), r even
for any genus g*1 and!(g!1) r)(g!1), where d'0 is the rank of R


. The series SK

is
uniquely determined if x

"R. If x

is xnite then we impose that SK

is a polynomial of degree less
or equal than x

!1. With this extra condition SK

is uniquely determined.
Proof. From R


R


it is !(4r#2t)!f


(#8)"0 in R


. Therefore f


(u) is equal
to f


(u) plus (possibly) terms of degrees strictly bigger than deg f


. So there is a single series SK

(u)
agreeing with f


(u) up to terms of degrees deg f


, for all g'r. 
Remark 12. By Remark 8 we have that the series SK

are determined by the Donaldson invariants of
4-manifolds with b

"0 and b'1. If we write
R

"limQ R

then x

"rk
R . We have (e.g. for r odd)
R

"
[[t]][,]/(!(4r#2t)!SK

(#8)) if x

"R,
[[t]][,]/((#8) ,!(4r#2t)!SK

(#8)) if x

(R.
3. Universal shape of the Donaldson invariants
Now we shall translate the knowledge on the Fukaya}Floer homology gathered in Section 2 to
information on the Donaldson invariants of 4-manifolds with b

"0 and b'1. This section is
devoted to proving the following result
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Theorem 13. There are universal series A(u),B(u)3[[u]] of the form 1#2, such that for any
4-manifold X with b

"0, b'1 and odd, and any w3H(X;), we have
D

(e
)"e

e//
// 
P

()
#i		e	

e		//
	//i  
P

(!),
where d

"!w!

(1#b). The sum runs over the set of basic classes of X and P

() are
polynomials (dependent on w) of degree d(K)/2. Moreover, P
	
()"(!1)	P

().
Note that Theorem 13 constitutes part of the proof of Theorem 5. The remaining bit * the
determination of the universal series A(u) and B(u)* will be overtaken in Section 6. To start with,
let us write
S

(u, t)"


SK

(!4u, t), r odd,
i

SK
	
(4u, it), r even.
(8)
Lemma 14. Suppose we are in the following situation
(**) X is a 4-manifold with b"0 and b'1 such that there is an embedded LX with "0,
w3H(X;) with w ),1(mod2), z3() and D3H

(X).
Then there exist polynomials p

(, t)3[[t]][] such that
D

(ze
)"e 	
		
e
e //

 p

(, t)
# i		e	 	
		
ei	
 e 	//
i
 ip

(!, it).
Also, we may xnd examples of (**) with degp*, for any (x .
Note that e //

 p

(, t) is polynomic in s and . The term e
 e //

 p

(, t) is
killed by the di!erential operator
P

" 
s
!2r!t(D ))!S



, t(D )). (9)
Proof. Let us suppose D )"1. Writing X"X



A, where A is a tubular neighbourhood of ,
we are under the conditions (*) for v"(X , ze
) with D"D#. Then by Corollary 11

(!(4r#2t)!SK

(#8))v

"0, (#8)	v

"0, r odd,
(!(4ri!2t)!SK

(!8))v

"0, (!8)	v

"0, r even.
(10)
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Put  for the integer such that (#(!1)8)v

O0 and (#(!1)8)v

"0. By Remark
10 we can "nd examples where  is any integer with (x

. Using (4), we have
D


(ze
)"v,(A,e
)"

v

,(A,e
)"

D

,
where D

"v

,(A,e
). We translate (10) into di!erential equations satis"ed by D

. Let
PK

"
/
/
!(2r#t)!

SK

(!4( /
/!2), t), r odd,
/
/
!(2ri!t)!

SK

(!4( /
/#2), t), r even.
Then PK

D

"0. For r odd, PK

D

"v

,

(!(4r#2t)!SK

(#8, t))(A,e
)"0 and ana-
logously for r even. Also (/#(!1)2)D

O0 and (/#(!1)2)D

"0. Therefore,
D

"
e
K  	//	

(ep

(, t))"e
eK  	//

p

(, t), r odd,
ei	
K  	//

(e	p

(, t))"ei	
	eK  	//

p

(, t), r even
(11)
with p

(u, t)3[[t]][u] a polynomial of degree . Hence,
D

(ze
)" 
 
e
eK  	//

p

(, t)# 
 
ei	
	eK  	//

p (, t)
# i		 
 
ei	
	e 	K 

 
 i
 p (!, it)
# i		 
 
e
e 	K 	

 
 i
p	(!, it).
Using (8) we get the statement of the lemma. The case of D ) arbitrary follows readily. 
Theorem 15. For any r3, we have S

(u, t)"A

(u)#B

(u)t, with A

,B

3[[u]].
Proof. It su$ces to prove the statement of the theorem modulo u, for any (x

. By Lemma 14
there are examples of 4-manifolds X in the situation of (**) such that
D

(ze
)"e 	
		
e
e //

 p

(, t)#2 (12)
with p

(u, t)3[[t]][u] of degree at least  (we do not write explicitly the part corresponding to
e	). Let us argue that we may suppose that z does not appear in (12). First note that the term
e //

 p

(, t) is a polynomial in  and s. The general expression (2) for the Donaldson
invariants of X gives
D

(e
)"e


p

(tD#s,)e  
#2, (13)
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where p

(tD#s, ) is a polynomial in all t, s and . Comparing (12) and (13), there must be some
basic class K

withK

)"2r such that degp

*, i.e. d(K

)/2* (recall that we are consider-
ing the degree with respect to ). Now we choose D3H

(X;) generic such that D ) is odd and all
valuesK )D (K basic class ofX) are di!erent. Applying Lemma 14 to this newD and z"1 we have
D

(e
)"e 	
		
e
 e //

 p

(, t)#2 (14)
for some p

(, t) (di!erent from the previous ones). Comparing to (13),
e //

 p

(, t)"
 e
 
p (tD#s,). By the choice of D there are no can-
celations in this sum, so the result is a polynomial in  of degree at least . Hence deg p*.
Now changeD to D"aD#b, a, b3, aO0, such that (D)"0 and either a or b is odd. Then
(14) is again satis"ed for thisD3H

(X;). Moreover if a is odd, thenD ),1(mod 2) so, changing
w by w# if necessary, we have w )D,1(mod2). If a is even, b is odd and then w )D,1(mod 2).
So we may suppose that (14) holds with D"0 and w )D,1(mod2).
Now (13) becomes
D

(e
)"e


e 

f

(t, s, )#2
for some polynomials f

3[t, s,]. For some integer p the degree of f

in the variable  is at least .
Then, Lemma 14 applied to both embedded surfaces  and D implies that e 

f

(t, s, ) is
killed by the di!erential operators P

"/s!2r!t(D ))!S

(/, t(D ))) and
Q

"/t!2p!s(D ))!S

(/, s(D ))). Henceforth,
[P

,Q

]"(D ))S


, t(D ))!S


, s(D )).
kills f

(t, s,) (the prime denotes derivative with respect to the second variable). Writing
S

(u, t)"S


(u)twe see that S


(/) must kill f

for i*2. Therefore, S


(u)"O(u), for i*2,
as required. 
The proof of Theorem 15 also yields that x

"1#supd(K)/2 K is a basic class of some
4-manifold X with b

"0 and b'1 such that there is an embedded LX odd in homology,
with K )"2r.
Proposition 16. Let y be the supremum of the orders of xnite type of 4-manifolds with b

"0 and
b'1. Then x

"y for all r3.
Proof. Fix r3. Clearly x

)y. Let us see the opposite inequality. Let  be any integer with (y.
Then there exists a 4-manifoldX with b

"0 which has at least one basic classK with d(K)/2*.
ChooseD3H

(X;) withD'0 and takeD"MDwhereM is a large integer. Then blow-upX at
N"(D) points to get XI "XN with exceptional divisors E

,2,E . Consider
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"D!E

!2!E

which has "0 and it is odd in homology.
KI "K#a

E

#2#a

E

, a

"$1, is a basic class of XI and from [12] it is d(KI )/2*d(K)/2.
Now KI )"K )D#a

#2#a

. Choosing a

conveniently, we can get any even number
betweenMK )D!MD and MK )D#MD. With M large enough we cover all even numbers.
Therefore there is a basic class KI for some blow-up such that d(KI )/2*d(K)/2* and KI )"2r.
So x

'd(KI )/2* and hence x

*y. This concludes the proof. 
Remark 17. The construction in the proof of Proposition 16 can be adapted to "nd a 4-manifold
X with two embedded surfaces 

LX, i"1,2, odd in homology and with 

"0, 

"0,


)

"0, and a basic class K such that K )

"2r

and K )

"2r

, for any pair of integers
r

and r

. We only need to start with D

,D

3H

(X;) with D

'0, D

'0 and D

)D

"0, take
large multiples D

"MD

, D

"MD

and blow-up at N"N

#N

points, with N

"(D

).
Then 

"D

!E

!2!E

and 

"D

!E

!2E

will work.
Theorem 18. A

(u)"rA

(u) and B

(u)"B

(u), for any r3.
Proof. It su$ces to prove the statement of the theorem modulo u for any (y. There are two
cases
 r odd. By Lemma 14 and Theorem 15 we may "nd X satisfying (**) with z"1 and
D

(e
)"e 	
		
e
 e // //
 p

(, t)#2,
degp*. Let "n, for n odd, andD"D/n. Then  is represented by an embedded surface
of genus gn with ()"0 and w ),1(mod2). Then
D

(e
)"e 	
		
e
e // //
 p

(, t/n)#2 .
By Lemma 14 applied to , e
 e // //
 p

(, t/n) is killed by P

given by
(9). So it must be A

"nA

and B

"B

(for n odd) modulo u. This proves that A

"rA

and
B

"B

for r odd. Also A

"0.
 r even. By Remark 17, there is 4-manifoldX with a basic classK with d(K)/2* such that there
exist , D3H

(X;), w3H(X;) with "0, D"0,  )D"0, w ),1(mod2) and
w )D,1(mod2), satisfying K )"2r and K )D"2. For H3H

(X)
D

(e
)"e


e  
f

(s, l, t, )#2,
where f

(s, l, t,) is polynomic in s, l and . Choosing H generic, the term f

(s, l, t,) has degree
bigger or equal than  in the variable . By Lemma 14 applied to , D and "!rD (using
here that r is even), e  
f

(s, l, t,) is a solution to

s
!2r!t(H ))!A


!B

t(H )),
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
l
!2!t(H )D)!A


!B

t(H )D)
and

s
!r
l
!t(H ))!B


t(H )).
Hence
A

!rA

!B

!B

t(H ))!B

!B

rt(H )D)
kills f

(s, l, t,). As this works for H generic, all three expressions in between parentheses vanish,
i.e. A

"rA

and B

"B

"B

. 
Proof of Theorem 13. We put A(u)"1#

A

(u), B(u)"1#B

(u). Then, the expression in
Lemma 14 becomes
D

(ze
)"e 	
		
e////
p

(, t)#2
and P

"/s!A(/)2r!B(/)t(D )).
As in the proof of Theorem 1.6 in [11], it is enough to prove the statement for some blow-up
XI "Xm of X with exceptional divisors E

,2,E and some w 3H(XI ;) of the form
w"w#a

E

, a

3. So by step 2 of the proof of Theorem 6 in [11], it is enough to prove
Theorem 13 in the case whereX is a 4-manifold with b

"0, b'1 such that there is w3H(X;)
and a subgroup H"

,2,LHM (X;) with 2HM  (X;)LH, "0 and
w )

,1(mod2), 1)j)n. Represent 

by an embedded surface of genus g

and apply Lemma
14 simultaneously to all 

to get
D

(e
2
)"e 
			

e// 
2 
 //
2
 
P
2 

()#2 ,
where P
2 

is a polynomial in . This yields the statement. 
Remark 19. Let y denote the supremum of the orders of "nite type of 4-manifolds with b

"0 and
b'1 (so that the simple type conjecture reads as y"1). If y(R then the series A(u) and B(u)
appearing in Theorem 13 are uniquely determined modulo u. The terms of degree higher than
y!1 are irrelevant for the Donaldson invariants of 4-manifolds with b

"0, b'1, since
degP

)y!1 for any basic class K. If y"R then A(u) and B(u) are uniquely determined.
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4. Review of modular forms
We are going to review the notations and results on modular forms that we shall use in this
paper. For general background on modular forms and elliptic functions see the books [1,8]. In
general, we follow the notations of [5] but we shall point out the di!erences.
Let "3Im()'0 be the complex upper half-plane. For 3 let q"e	 and
q"e	. We denote 


(n)"
	

d and by 


(n) the sum of the odd divisors of n. Let
G

()"! 1
24
# 
 



(n)q
be the classical Eisenstein series. This is a quasi-modular form, i.e.
G

a#b
c#d"(c#d)G()!
c(c#d)
4i
,
for

a b
c d3S¸(2,).
Let
(, z)"!i 
	
(!1)qei!,


(, z)" 
	
qei!,


(, z)" 
	
(!1)qei!,


(, z)" 
	
qei!,
be the theta functions. In general we shall also write 

()"

(,0), i"1,2,3. These are the theta
functions of [1] and coincide with those of [5] except for the factor of!i in . The theta functions
are labelled as 

, 

, 

, 

in [8,9] (moreover in [8] the factor of  in the exponentials does not
appear, so that e.g. (,0) for us corresponds to (,0) in [8]). Also let ()"q
 
(1!q) be
the Dirichlet eta function, so (,0)"2()"

()

()

(). By [1, Chapter V, Theorem 5], it
is (,0)"4i /
/(,0) whence
(,0)
(,0)
"4i d
d
log (,0)"12i d
d
log ()"!24q d
dq
log ()"24G

(), (15)
where G

()"!q(d/dq)log() follows by term by term logarithmic di!erentiation in the de"ni-
tion of ().
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Finally, let e

, e

, e

be the 2-division values of theWeierstrass function at 1/2, /2 and (1#)/2
respectively, i.e.
e

()"!1
6
!4 
 



(n)q"! 1
12
(

()#

()),
e

()" 1
12
#2 
 



(n)q" 1
12
(

()#

()),
e

()" 1
12
#2 
 
(!1)


(n)q"! 1
12
(

()!

()).
¹he right-hand side equalities follow from [1, Chapter V, (5.6)], taking into account that our
functions e

() are those of [1] divided by a factor!4. Therefore, by [1, Chapter V, (5.2)]
4i
d
d
log 

()" (,0)


(,0)
"8G

()#4e

(), i"1, 2, 3. (16)
We recall the following result on the Donaldson invariants of the blow-up of a 4-manifold for use in
the next section.
Theorem 20 (Fintushel and Stern [3]). Let B(x, t)"e	



(t) and S(x, t)"e	

(t),
where 
 and 


are 
-functions associated to the elliptic curve with g

"4(x/3!1) and
g

"(8x!36x)/27. For any 4-manifoldX with b'1 and b

"0, letXI "X5704C denote its
blow-up and let E stand for the exceptional divisor. For w3H(X;) we have
D
I
(e
")"D

(B(x, t)e),
D"
I
(e
")"D

(S(x, t)e)
for all D3H

(X).
Do not confuse B(x, t), which is a function of two variables, with the function B(u) in Theorem 13,
which depends only on one variable.
5. Proof of Theorem 1
In this section we shall prove our main theorem. For this let us rewrite the expression of
Theorem 13 as a coe$cient of q of a Laurent power series in q"ei. We have the following
elementary algebraic result.
Lemma 21. Let <()"

a

q be a power series in q with a

"2 and a

O0. Let
A(u),B(u)3[[u]] be power series of the form 1#2. Dexne N()"A(<()!2) and
M()"B(<()!2) which are formal power series in q. Let H be a xnite-dimensional vector space
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endowed with an intersection formQ. Finally letK3H. Then for any polynomialP() of degree d, there
is a uniquely determined polynomial f () in q of degree d, such that
ee////P()"[q		e#f ()]

 ,
as functions of (D, )3H, where [F]

 stands for the coezcient of q of a Laurent power
series F(q).
Proof. Let P(D, ) stand for the left-hand side. Then P is characterised by being a solution of

( /
/

!(D )H)B( /
/!2)!(K )H)A( //!2))
P(D#tH, )"0,
( /
/!2)	P(D, )"0
(17)
for any D,H3H. Now


t
!(D )H)B


!2!(K )H)A


!2


[q		e#
 
f ()]


"[q		((D )H)M()#(K )H)N()!(D )H)B(<()!2)!(K )H)A(<()!2))
e#f ()]

"0
and



!2
	
[q		e#f ()]


"[(<()!2)	q		e#f ()]

"0,
since the series <()!2 equals a

q plus higher-order terms. The condition a

O0 ensures that
varying f () in the polynomials of degree d we get a basis for the solutions to (17). So there exists
exactly one f () as required. 
Now we specialise to the function
<()"!3e()
h()
"2#64q#512q#2,
as de"ned in (3). For a 4-manifold X with b

"0 and b'1, we apply Lemma 21 to the series
A(u),B(u)3[[u]] obtained in Theorem 13, the vector space H"H

(X) and a basic class
K3H(X;). Then we obtain series N()"A(<()!2) and M()"B(<()!2). The polynomials
P

() of degree d"d(K)/2 from Theorem 13 give us polynomials f

() in q of degree d(K)/2, for
every basic class K3H(X;), such that
D

(e)"

[q		e#f

()]


# i		

[q		e		#i f

()]

 (18)
for D3H

(X).
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Remark 22. Although we obtain that f

() is a polynomial in q, we may let f

() be a power series
instead. The coe$cients will be determined only up to the power d(K)/2.
To "nd N() andM() we shall make use of their universality and the blow-up formula. For this
we need to re-express the blow-up formula. In [5] the following functions are introduced
f ()"ei()


()
"1
2
ei

()

(),
;()"!3e ()
f ()
,
G()"G()#e()/2
f ()
. (19)
Lemma 23 (GoK ttsche and Don Zagier [5, Proposition 2.19],Moore andWitten [9, Section 6]). We
have
B(;(), t)"e
$ (, t/2i f ())


(, 0)
,
S(;(), t)"e	ie
$(, t/2i f ())


(, 0)
.
Proof. This is an exercise in modular forms. We shall prove only the second equality, the "rst one
being similar. Put 

"2i f () and 

"2i f () and let us "nd the invariants g

and
g

associated to the lattice ¸"

#

. For brevity, set x

"

, i"1, 2, 3, so that
x

"x

#x

. Then 12e

"x

!x

and 16f "!x

x

. Using [8, Chapter 6, exercise 4] (and
noting that in [8] the basic periods are 2

, 2

), we have
g

(¸)"2
3

(

#

#

)" 1
24f 
(

#

#

)"!2x#x#x
3x

x

"!4x#x#xx
3x

x

"!4
(12e

)
3x

x

#1"4
(!3e

/f )
3
!1"4
;
3
!1,
g

(¸)" 4
27

(

#

)(

#

)(

!

)"4(x#x )(x#x)
27x

x

12e

4f 
"!4(2x#x)(2x#x )
27x

x

;" 1
27
8(x

!x

)
!x

x

!36;"
1
27
(8;!36);.
Therefore, putting x";() the 
-functions of Theorem 20 correspond to the lattice ¸. Now by [1,
Chapter V, Theorem 2],

(t)" 
(,0)
e 
,
t


"
2i f ()


()

()

()
e 
,
t
2i f ()
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"ieie 
(, t/2i f ())


()
and by [8, formula (6.2.7)] and (15), 

"!(1/6

)(, 0)/(, 0)"!(4/

)G

(). So
S(;(), t)"e	
%
(t)"exp
e

()
2f ()
t#G ()
f ()
te	i
(, t/2i f ())


(, 0)
"e	ie
$(, t/2i f ())


(,0)
. 
With the aid of this lemma, and recalling the functions de"ned in (3),
h()"



()

()"

!2q#2q#2,
<()"!3e()
h()
"2#64q#512q#2,
¹()"!G()#e()/2
h()
"

#8q#30q#2,
we have the following translation of the blow-up formulae.
Proposition 24. We have
B(<(), t)"e	
(, t/2ih())


(, 0)
,
S(<(), t)"i e	
(, t/2ih())


(, 0)
.
Proof. We consider the transformation "1!1/. This is what in physical terms corresponds to
changing from `magnetica variables to `electrica variables. Using the modular behaviour of the
theta functions [1, Chapter V, Section 8] and the quasi-modular behaviour of G

, we have
f ()" i
2


()

()"ih(),
G()"!G()#e ()/2
h()
# 1
4ih()
,
;()"3e ()
h()
"!<().
Applying the transformation to the formula in Lemma 23 we get
B(!<(), t)"exp!t
G

()#e

()/2
h()
# t
4ih()
	iei	
(,!t/2h())
	/i

(, 0)
,
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and simplifying
B(!<(), t)"e
(,!t/2h())


(,0)
.
Using that B(<(), t)"B(!<(),it) we get the statement. The second line is proved analog-
ously. 
Theorem 25. Let <()"!3e

()/h() as above. Then M()"2¹() and N()"1/2h(). So for any
4-manifoldX with b

"0 and b'1 and odd, and w3H(X;), there exist polynomials f


() in q of
degree d(K)/2, for every basic class K3H(X;), such that
D

(e)"

[q		ef


()]


# i		

[q		e		i f


()]


for D3H

(X).
Proof. Fix w3H(X;). Let XI "X be the blow-up of X, with exceptional divisor E. Then
Theorem 20 and Eq. (18) say that
D
I
(e
")"D

(B(x, t)e)"

[q		B(<(), t)e#f

()]

#2 .
Now, by Proposition 24,
B(<(), t)"e	
(, t/2ih())


(,0)
"e	
 1


()


	
qqe

"e	
 1
I

()



q(e
#e	
),
where I

()"q	

()"2#2q#2q#2, which is a power series in q. Substituting into the
expression above
D
I
(e
")"




q		ee	
#
(e
#e	
) f ()
I

()


#2 .
As Q(tE#D)"!t#Q(D), we must have M()"2¹(). The expression inside the sum is
non-vanishing if and only if n(n#1) d(K). So we actually have a "nite sum. From [11] the basic
classes of XI are of the form KI "K#(2m#1)E, where K is a basic class of X and m3. The
expression in the sum correspond to the pair of basic classesKI "K$(2n#1)E, since in this case
KI ) (tE#D)"G(2n#1)t#K )D. So it is N()"1/2h(). Note also that KI "K$(2n#1)E is
a basic class for XI if and only if K is a basic class for X and d(KI )"d(K)!n(n#1)*0. 
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To "nish the proof of Theorem 1 it only remains to prove that
Proposition 26. f


()"(!1) f

(), for any w3H(X;). Here f

()"f


().
Proof. Let XI "X be the blow-up of X, with exceptional divisor E and let w3H(X;). We
are going to relate f


with f
"

and f
"
"
, for a basic class K of X. From the Proof of
Theorem 25 we see that f
"

()"f
	"

()"f

()/I

(). On the other hand,
D"
I
(e
")"D

(S(x, t)e) and
S(<(), t)"i e	
(, t/2ih())


(,0)
"e	
 1


()


	
(!1)qqn(n#1)e

"e	
 1
I

()



(!1)qn(n#1)(e
!e	
),
so f
	"
"
()"f

()/I

()"!f
"
"
(). Thus f
"
"
"!f
"

and f
	"
"
"f
	"

.
The arguments in step 4 of the proof of Theorem 1.2 in [11] now carry over. 
6. Proof of Theorem 5
By using Lemma 21 in the expression of Theorem 1, we get that for any 4-manifold X with
b

"0, b'1 and odd, there are polynomials P

() of degree d(K)/2 such that for any
w3H(X;), we have
D

(e)"e

e////(!1) P

()
# i		e	

e		//	//i (!1) P

(!),
where A(u),B(u)3[[u]] are universal series satisfying
A(<()!2)"N()"1/2h(),
B(<()!2)"M()"2¹(). (20)
In order to solve (20) we need to review some elementary facts on elliptic integrals as presented in
[8, Chapters 2 and 3]. The (complete) elliptic integrals of "rst and second kind are
K"


dt
	(1!t)(1!kt)
"1
2
1#
1
2

k#
13
24

k#
135
246

k#2,
E"



1!kt
1!t dt"
1
2
1!
1
2

k!1
3
13
24

k!1
5
135
246

k!2,
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respectively. These are analytic functions of k. Here k is termed the modulus of the elliptic integral.
The relation with modular forms come from the classical resolution given by (see Section 2 and
formula (3.3.5) in [8])
k"k()"()


()
,
K"



(),
E"1!


(, 0)


(, 0)

()K.
Using (16) we get
4(K!E)K"(, 0)


(, 0)
"8G

()#4e

().
As e

!e

"



()"K/, we also have
!4EK"8G

()#4e

().
Also recall the duplication formulae [8, Section 1.8]


(2)"

()

(),
e

(2)"!e

()/2,


(2)

(2)"

()/2
(the second line follows from the de"nition).
Put "2#1 and let k"k() be the modulus corresponding to . Then, we have
h()"



()

()"



(2)"



()"K/,
<()"!3e()
h()
"24e (2)


(2)
"24e()


()
"!2()!()


()
"!4 ()


()
#2"!4k#2,
¹()"!G()#e()/2
h()
"!G()#e()/2#G ()#e ()/2
K
"!4(K!E)K!4EK
8K
"2E!K
2K
. (21)
In the third line we have used (16) to get
G

()#e()
2
"4i
8
d
d
log 

()"2i
8
d
d
log 

(2)# d
d
log 

(2)
"4i
8
d
d
log 

()# d
d
log 

()"G ()#
e

()
2
#G

()#e()
2
.
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Using (21) we reexpress (20) as
A(!4k)"/2K,
B(!4k)"(2E!K)/K.
This completes the proof of Theorem 5. 
Remark 27. The formula obtained in Theorem 5 may be rewritten in the form given in [7,
conjecture] (hence providing a proof of their conjecture), but the cohomology classesK

appearing
in [7, conjecture] are the basic classes of X and some multiples of them.
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